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About US
Resume.ae is one of the best resume writing service

provider based at Dubai and with an expanded

network all over the world. Our prime target is to craft

a resume that offers maximum exposure to our clients

in their professional field, especially in the eyes of a

recruiter.

Our crafted resume can bring rewarding career

opportunities for a professional, regardless his

profession, closer to his/her door offering a new

horizon in career roadmap.

At Resume.ae we are committed to bring new ideas in

crafting resumes keeping on complete focus on latest

corporate trend.

Our track record of setting industry standards has

been attributed to our methodology, delivery, and

commitment to excellence. Utilizing our expertise,

hundreds of thousands of clients across all fields and

professional levels have succeeded in reaching their

career goals.

Let us explore a new horizon toward a better future

for you with your new resume.
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Our Services
CV Writing Service 

Boost your professional life with a transformational CV that speaks for YOU. 

CV Distribution Service 

Reach out to potential employers through targeted CV distribution. 

Interview Training 

Interview preparation can do wonders! Perfect your skills with resume.ae 

LinkedIn Profile Writing 

A professional profile is your first step to SUCCESS! Let us write your Profile. 

Recruitment 

Hire top talent with our diverse candidate pool. Login to reap the BEST! 
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Our Services
6 Letter Pack 

From sending a ‘Thank You’ to sharing a ‘Recommendation’, say ‘Anything’ 
professionally with our 6 letter pack.  

CV Database

A rich database of candidates awaits you at Resume.ae. Contact us to know more. 

Job Posting Services 

Difficulty in finding job? Our Job Posting is just for YOU. 

Profile Assessment Services 

Having doubts on your CV or LinkedIn profile? Get free assessment TODAY! 
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The versatility of Resume.ae is one of the core skills and that is why it is counted as one stop 
job solution in global job market. 

Like job seekers, recruiters also have their own problem for finding the right candidate to 
hire. 

To facilitate best result they put their advertisement in different publications, online job 
portals, or they get professionally aligned with different manpower consultancies.  

The entire hiring program becomes costly whereas there is no specific guarantee that 
headhunting will be 100% successful for them.

Resume.ae offers an immaculate head hunting opportunity on their resume writing portal.

Resume.ae offers 24x7 support and excellent tracking for entire headhunting process to 
facilitate employer-friendly employee screening process. 
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Why Choose US
It is a billion dollar question that why you should go for hiring the resume writing service from 
Resume.ae. Not only for our global success or huge clientele list, we can show some more whys 
and wherefores perhaps which will speak of our market credential!

Dedicated Support 

We aim to provide uninterrupted and dedicated support to our clients. We facilitate:

 Communication with the Writer

 Free assessment of your CV 

 Draft revision up to 3 times 

 Keyword integration 

 100% quality and satisfaction guarantee 

Candidate Database 

For Employers, Resume.ae offers an extensive pool of quality candidate resources that is fresh 
and relevant to the industry. Our employer benefits include:

 Free access to candidate database

 Unlimited search and download of candidate profiles

 Free job posting till up to 2 months 

 Dedicated client support team 
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Contact US

No matter, if you are a job seeker looking for quality resume writing support, or you are a 
recruiter, looking for potential candidates looking for good career opportunities, you can 
contact Resume.ae for professional support by using our expert and specialized service.

Our corporate office address:

Corporate Office: Dubai, Office-5, Rostamani B, Emirates Tower MS, Sheikh Zayed Road,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, PO Box: 124395

Call us at:

Mobile: + 971-55-9564344

Landline: +971-04-3554850

Email: info@resume.ae

Or else

You can fill the enquiry form on our website and submit: we will get back to you in 24 hours. 
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